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The fourth edition of Concise Guide to Child and Adolescent Psychiatry addresses the essential
body of knowledge in the field of child mental health that has been accumulating at a rapid pace
since the release of the third edition in 2003. With this acceleration of research has come a greater
awareness of the increasing emotional and behavioral problems faced by our youth, refined
evaluation practices, and enhanced treatment options, including new medications and
evidence-based psychotherapies. Findings that most experts agree are relevant to clinical practice
are incorporated into this edition. Designed to be a practical reference tool for psychiatrists,
psychiatric residents, medical students, and other mental health, pediatric, and education
professionals working in a wide variety of settings, Concise Guide to Child and Adolescent
Psychiatry is an important tool for all those working in pediatric mental health.
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Love this little book. I am a student Psych APN and this book is great as a pocket reference as well
as just to read when I have a spare moment between patients. It is a great resource. Highly
recommend this book.

It is an appetizer, and sort of a helping hand, to get ready for the entrees (the real text books)This is
a great friend for a third year resident or a first year fellow, who has just come from the adult world.

It is very helpful to have when you are rounding, or have a patient to see within the next few
minutes, or a colleague might ask you a question at a presentation, or has asked you a question
and are returning to you to discuss more about it....It has often helped me get more confidence
when discussing any thing, as it brushes through the basics.It is helpful in both the scenarios.A. If
you do not know anything about a topic this comes very handy to just get a basic idea of what the
disease entity or the topic in conversation is even when you do not know a damn thing about it. This
book gives you the bread and butter of a disorder viz. the etiology, signs (if any) symptoms, and
management. It is sort of a reminder flash card, which you can keep in your pocket.B. It is also very
helpful, if we know about a topic and are just blanking at that time, very helpful to remember the
data we might have read previously from a bigger book.It is not an alternative or a shortcut to
reading the real books, but it certainly gives a good framework to build around, and is also a small
transitional object thing you can around in your coat pocket, to help you in the child psych
rotation(for med students and residents), and to look "learned" in front of the med students and
residents (for fellows).

I used a previous version of this book to prepare for the boards in Child and Adolescent Psychiatry.
This worked because the board exam tests for basic rather than arcane information.

I am studying for the child boards. This book is far from concise. It may be good for a med student
but is far from a review style books for an exam. The number of times it says "get collateral" or other
redundant clinically obvious things is very frustrating. It was also obviously farmed out chapter by
chapter to be written by other people not the authors as there is little coherence and so much
redundancy.

It has good information but too concise, it looks like a larger book online and quite small in reality.
Still helpful
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